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Sandra Hochel

A VALUE ANALYSIS OF TEE 1980 PRE DEBATE

On October 28, 1980, the Am puhl_Lc once to see the

Democratic and Republican presidenlial canL fac-i-to-face tele-

vised dee:e and to commare the twc candid_:,- as at stake in the

debate, dmi both candidates needed -o have -rsuasive arguments.

.For the L.)5 million peop:_e 1
who sc.1 :he de. P,!-esident Jimmy

Carter and Governor Ronald Reagan, 7.ny the candidates'

positions on the issues were discerr_lble. b 1:1:7E-7 -2es in the major

premises underlying their persuasive argume = so readily delin-

eated. One way to examine any differences in tae premises is to

analyze the values from which the two cal:df Aef :rzued. Rhetoricians

have long known the importance of- examinin Jut-'; from which a speaker'

argues. For example, Edward Steele points
t le Aristotelian con-

;

cept of the enthymeme as a form of logic upon commonly held

values.
2

Steele and Redding write, "... .ssible to observe the

functioning of siich values'as underpinni17 :r3uasive, appealing argu-

ments in speeches addressed to a mass audi- _a this paper the writer

i is interested in identifying the values tc,, _1 an and Carter appealed

in the Presidential Debate, and in determi..: f .'re is a difference in

the value appeals of the two candidates.

In order to identify and label the v: als used by Carter and

Reagan, a taxonomy of basic American vain needed. The writer selected

the classification by Steele and Redding` other classifications

exist.
5

All such lists are, of course, ry, and most overlap to a

considerable degree. The Steele and Reddi7.:1 ssification seems well-

suited to an analysis of\political rhetoric, a: most of the, values listed
.

by Steele and Redding are included in other tax nomies. The American
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values are italicized as they appear in the analysis.-

Value Appeals

Accordi.nr to th: wr: analysis. the most frequent and obvious

appeal used both Carte- ( instant: , and Reagan (23) was to what le

and Redding 1:16e1 achiever= end slic. ,:ss. As expected, both men repe.. .dly

championei the±r own succ=i,i- an- edited the efforts of the othe.

Carter, in pa..-r.icular, ,y his own record using phrases Lech

as, "very suce2ssful record," "L7_ec :ecord," "remarkable success," a:-.d

"a record never before achie-ve_. --:e-a7.aan primarily aimed his attack at

Carter's "lack of success," bur e sven references to his "successfu '

record as Governor of Californec_.

The second most frequent-.1- used elue appeal of Carter (18) and Reagan

(I5)' was to efficiency practicality and pragmatism. Steele and Redding -rite

that Americans value "... a t--_-Ictical man, a .than of broad practical ex- ience,

-a mature and competent man."6 Reagan spent much of his time attempting to

demonstrate that he was an -experienced and competent politician and tha:: his

positions were reasoned and ?ractical. For example, in supporting his cppo-

sition to the minimum wage, ''veagan argued:

I mish'he (Prelrldent Carter) could have been with me mher,

I sat with a group : teenagers, who mere black, and who were

telling me about unemployment problems, and that it was

the minimum wage tha -ad done away with jobs that they once

could get. And, index .l. every time it is increased you will

find that the is an :-,:rease in minority unemployment amc..8

young people. And therefore i have been in favor of a separate

minimum for.them.

Another example which is r7pical of Reagan's use of this value appeal
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.2.s a persuasive ;:remise is found in dL3cussion of hi.s opposition _to the

Equal Rights Amen:ment. He first e:17.: why he was opposed: "/ think

the amendment will take this problem .f the hands 5 the elected legis-

..ators and put _n the hands of the Lected judges ' He then went on

=0 present his -osition as being botl agmatic and e±active:

.elieve that if in all _:?.se years the. Te've spent

trying :o get the amendment we'd spent --much time :or-

recting these laws as we did .2alfornla L-_:L we were the

first to do it. If I were Prident I would ailo take a

look at the hundreds of Federa. regulations whi:h discriminate

against women and which go riht on while ever one is looking

for a amendment.,

in the above example, Reagan frequently combined t:;_.2 value appeal of

s.ficiency, practicality and pragmatism with that of uccess. He made fre-

ent references to his experience as Governor-of a s::ate that "... would

.7.-e the seventh- ranking economic power in the world.... if it were a nation.

Thus while attempting to convince his audience that his positions were

practical and reasonable, he repeatedly interjected his experience and "sue-
,

c.:tssful" record as Governor of California.

Carter also stressed his experience and his reasoned approach to serious

problems, but, unlike Reagan, he repeatedly attacked his opponent as the

antithesis of this. To describe himself and his policies. Carter used words

like "steady," "carefully-planned," "methodical,"'"diplomatically," "mod-

eration," and "thoughtfulness." He described Reagan and his position on

issues as "disturbing," "dangerous," "radical," "ridiculous," "careless,"

"belligerent," and "irresponsible." The sociologist Robin Williams writes

that the value appeal of practicality and efficiency "... rests on a whole

set of implicit premises, among Which are the stress on ... rationality."
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And, indeed, Carter sr-ed to be implying that Reagan was not rational.

For each question aske. Carter consistently tried to portray Reagan as a

man who was not compet. ±nt to make the difficult and serious decisions re-

quired of a president amd as a man who held unreasonable positions. For

example, when discussia 7,eagan's proposed policies to curb inflation,

Carter mentioned Reagar_ support of the '7;:eagan-Kemp-Roth proposal:"

,.. Which own running mal , George Bush, described
.

as voodoo econr-_c:s and said that it would result in a 30 per-

cent inflation and Business Week, which is not a Demo-

cratic publica7if2n, said that this Reagan-Kemp-Roth proposal,

and I quote t` as. I think, was completely irresponsible and

would result _a inflationary pr,:ssures'which would destroy

this nation.

Just as Reagan ,Lid, Carter frequen:ly tied appeals to efficiency,

practicality, and pragmatism with appeals to success. However, more signifi-

cant is Carter's linking appeals to efficiency, practicality, and pragmatism

with appeals to another value Steele and Redding label as external conformii5.E.

The combination of these twp value .. ..s basic to Carter's persuasive strategy

(8 instances). For not only were Reagan's positions impractical and un-

reasonable, but they would "... change the basic tone and commitment that

our nation has experienced ever since the Second World War, with all Presi-

dents, Democratic and Repul-Ilican." For example, Carter pointed out Reagan

was opposed to the Salt II treaty which was ".... negotiated over a seven-year

period, by myself and my two Republican predecessors." And, in spite of this,

Carter maintained Reagan wished to: iy

... take this treaty, discard it, do not

vote, do not debate, do not explore the Issue, do not finally capitalize on

this long negotiation - that is a very dangerous and disturbing thing." The

following argument also exemplifies Carter's integration of these two value
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appeals:

I think habitually Governor Reagan has advocated the

injection of military force into troubled areas when I and

my predecessors, both Democratic and Republicans, have advo-

cated resolving those troubles and those difficult areas of

the world peacefully, diplomatically a\nd through negotiation.

In discussing the Equal Rights Amendment, Carter spoke of Reagan's "...

radical departure .., from the princip1Rs or ideals or historical perspective

of his own party."

In contrast to Reagan's departure from tradition, Carter declared, "I

consider myself in the mainstream of my party. I consider myself in the

mainstream even of the bipartisan list of Presidents who served before me."

In addition, Carter frequently mentioned the traditions of the Democratic

party and that he intended to carry on thosa traditions.

The value appeal of external conformity was not as important for Reagan's

over-all debate strategy as it was for Carter's, but in seven instances

Reagan used arguments based on external conformity when he refuted Carter'.s

attack on his "radical departure" from American ideals. For example, Reagan

declared that he did not block the Salt II treaty as Carter had said, but

that the Senate, with a Democratic majority, had blocked it. When discussing

the Equal Rights Amendment, Reagan noted that in four y.:!ars not one state,

most with Democratic legislators, had ratified tht _endment. Thus Reagan

argued that his positions were not inconsistent-with "hose of other American

leaders.

Another significant value appeal used by Reagan (12) and, to a much

lesser extend, by Carter (5) was material comfort. As expected, each candi-

date argued that his policies would reduce inflation and that the opponent's

policies woul be or had been disastrous. Also, as expected, Reagan had
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more arguments that appealed to material comfort than Carter did. For ex-

ample, Reagan talked about the "misery index," "the 56 percent unemployment

in Detroit," and the President's plan to increase taxes. Perhaps Reagan's

most memorable and effective appeal to this value was when he said:

Next Tuesday 'all of you will ... stand there in the

polling place and make a decision. I think when you make

that decision :Lt might be well if you would ask yourself:

Are'you better off than you were four years ago? Is it

easier for you to go and buy things in the stores than it

was four years ago? Is there more or less unemployment in

the country than there was four years ago?

One significant value appeal used by Reagan (13) but not Carter (1) was

rejection of authority. For example, eagan discussed the "... unnecessary

regulations that invade every facet of business and ... our personal lives"

as a major reason for the energy shortage. When mentioning past, tax in-

creases he said the Carter administration had taken "... so much money' away

from the people." The government had P... usurped power and autonomy and

authority." Reagan linked this value appeal to success when he mentioned

that as governor he gave back "... authority and autonomy to the people"

and opposed government intrusion. The following closing argument by Reagan

combined-the value appeals of rejection of authority and patriotism:

I would like to have a crusade today. And I would like

to lead that crusade with your help. And it would be one to

take government off the backs of the great people of this

country and turn you loose again to do those things that I

know you can do so well, because you did them and made the

country great.

/
/

Reagan also had more arguments (12) which'appealed to Puritan and
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pioneer morality than Carter did (2). For example, Reagan spoke of the "un-

kept promises" of Carter and affirmed that he intended to keep his promises.

Reagan accused Carter of unfairly blaming the OPEC countries for inflation

and of unfairly indicting the American r.ople of living too well. Reagan

strongly implied that Carter was not bring honest and truthful with the

American public. He-also accused Carter of not telling the truth about his

(Reagan's) record. Another example of Reagan's affirmation of Puritan and

pioneer morality was when he indicted Carter's human rights policy as "hypo-

critical." Carter, in turn, had only two arguments based on this value which

concerned "fair play" and "a just and fair society."

Carter and Reagan used other value appeals but these appeals were less

frequent and, in the opinion of the writer, not significantly different.

Both candidates made appeals to the importance of change and progress, and

both emphasized the value of effort and optimism. Both were for equal oppor-

tunity and affirmed the value of the individual and the importance of generosif'

and considerateness. And, as expected, both used arguments that appealed to

the audience's patriotism.

Summary

Both men appealed to many of the same basic American values, yet some.

1

major differences in the value appeals of the candidates are evident. Other

than attempting to convince his audience that his policies had been and would

be successful and that Reagan's policies would be 'disastrous, Carter's major

persuasive emphasis was to convince his viewers that Reagan was impractical

and irre ponsible. Carter used strong language, even for a political de-

bate, in o traying Reagan as a trigger happy, inexperienced, and irresponsible

maverick. C rter's linking efficiency, practicality., and pragmatism to

external cohformity in his persuasive arguments was also basic to his per-
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suasive strategy.

Reagan also strongly appealed to the values of achievement and success

and efficiency, practicality and pragmatism, but appeals to external con-

formity were not basic to his persuasive strategy. However, Reagan used

appeals to material comfort and Puritan and pioneer morality as a major

premise underlying more of his arguments than Carter did. One other major

difference is that Reagan appealed more strongly than Carter did to Americans'

aversion to governmental restraints.

Discussion

According to numerous public opinion polls. Reagan came away the victor

among the voters who watched the d bate. 7
Although this analysis was not

intended to provide an answer to w Reagan was successful, it should shed

some light on the outcome. It is p ssible that Reagan aimed his arguments

JPat values that were more salient t the majority of viewers. The psychologist

Milton Rokeach,maintains that the importance of values varies in different

situations. He writes'that we have a "... hierarchically organized system,

wherein each value is ordered in priority or importance relative to others."
8

It is likely the audience identified more strongly with Reagan's appeals to

material comfort, rejection of authority, and Puritan and pioneer morality

than to Carter's primary appeals. In particular, Reagan's appeals were

probably more salient than Carter's appeal to\external conformity. Although

our society has many commonly accepted standards, conformity to the standards

has limits because Americans also value individualism. 9
Robin

writes, "... conformity can be treated as a value only in so far as sheer

adherence to group patterns is actually divorced from the: content and im -.

plication of those patterns."
1 0

Thus it is possible that\Carter did more

harm than good when he used this value as a premise fOr'his arguments.

It
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Many viewers may have believed that it was time that a President go against

the actions of his predecessors as long as this action could be taken in a

responsible manner. Since the majority of viewers believed Reagan won the

debate, Carter was evidently not able to persuade most viewers that Reagan

was irresponsible or impractical. Indeed, it appears that Reagan success-

fully used basic and salient American values for the major premises of his

persuasive arguments.
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